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Preface
The present project was done between September 2008 and June 2009 thanks to an internship at the
Institut für Verbundwerkstoffe GmbH (IVW). The IVW is a nonprofit research organization of
Rhineland-Palatinate on the campus of the University of Kaiserslautern. It is engaged in the research
and development of new applications of composite materials based on polymer matrix systems. The
institute was established in 1990 and expanded in 2002 to a Demonstrations und Anwendungszentrum
(DAZ). The IVW is one of the strong German and international recognized institutions in the field of
composite materials and is also distinguished by its innovative strength.
The tool developed on this project for manufacturing new CNT doped glass fiber reinforced polymer
composites were performed at the IVW under to the Inno.CNT-CarboROAD project financially
supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research. The CarboROAD project
objective is "Development of processes, machines and raw materials to process Carbon Nanotube
(CNT) doped resin by liquid composite molding".
The present project took the work done by Alexander Mann on his project "Construction of a
transparent tool of PMMA" as basis for the tooling development and supervised by the research
associate Dipl.-Sporting. Gunnar Rieber.

Summary
In this project, a bladder-assisted Resin Transfer Moulding tool to manufacture glass fiber bicycle seat
posts with epoxy resin charged with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) is developed through the application of
a "Systematic Approach to the design of Technical Systems and Products" guideline to provide an
optimum solution for the filtering of CNTs during the injection process. The impregnation process is
identified as the key characteristic on the tool development.
The bladder assisted-RTM process parameters and manufacturing seat post features are evaluated to
define the requirements that fulfill the main task, a homogeneous distribution of CNTs through the
fiber glass reinforcement. According to the requirements, the task is divided in function and subfunctions to be fulfilled by the tool development. Interfaces between sub-functions are established in
order to re-organize them into realizable modules. This module structure showed a preliminary
indication for the breakdown of solution into realizable groups or elements, and together with their
interfaces facilitated an efficient distribution of design effort.
Tool constituent elements are designated and multiple principle solutions are provided for every
element. Once selected the most adequate individual solution, a tool concept design is presented and
begins the layouts development for the individual modules (Housing shape, Cooling system, Front
cover with compressed air connection, Rear cover with resin injection port, Rear cover with airextraction exhaust, closing device, centering of the tool components, gaskets for the tightness and
bladder as core design). Detailed drawings and calculations are performed to confirm that the design
solution meets the requirements of the general task.
The impregnation concept process using the inflatable bladder designed is explained, showing the
collapsible channel operation in order to infuse correctly the braided glass fiber reinforcement using
the high viscosity resin due the CNTs addition.
At the end of the project, manufacturing tests are done to select the inflatable bladder with three
different elastic materials using a reduced tool. After bladder material selection, a real scale tool is
designed and constructed to manufacture a simple inflatable bladder, as first approach to the final
bladder manufacturing. For the bladder manufacturing, a real scale bladder dipping mandrel is
manufactured using water soluble fugitive core material.
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1 Motivation and objective
1.1 Background
Composite materials based in polymeric resins and fiber reinforcements are increasing their use to
produce components in sport applications, automotive, aerospace, etc (figure 1.1). The growing
demand for these products has developed at high speed systems for production of composite materials
developing efficient manufacturing techniques like Resin Transfer Moulding (RTM).

Figure 1.1: Composite materials applications.

As manufacturing techniques are improving, higher requirements are demanded beside the light
weight behavior of Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRPs). From neat polymers it is known that the
reinforcing with nanoparticles, nanofibers or carbon nanotubes, so called nanocomposites (figure 1.2),
show unique effects like a simultaneous increase of stiffness and toughness, or the ability to get
electrical and/or thermal conductivity with particle content less than one percent (<1 wt%). This
materials are much lighter than aluminum but also exceptionally strong, that's why they will play a
key role in the future for the automotive industry, aeronautic and aerospace sector. They will open the
door to technical solutions that are simply not possible today, for example, by enabling weight savings
that will result in a reduced energy consumption and lower emissions, but without any sacrifice of
safety or comfort.
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SWNT

MWCNT

DWCNT

CNT PRE-DISPERSION IN POLYMERS

NANO-COMPOSITES

FIBER REINFORCEMENT INFUSION

MULTISCALE COMPOSITES
Figure 1.2: Multiscale composites structure.

In recent years, fiber-reinforced polymer composites modified with Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs),
known as ‘‘multiscale” composite as they are reinforced with microscale fibers and nanoscale
nanotubes (figure 1.2) [1, 2], have drawn significant attention in the field of advanced, highperformance materials. Most of the efforts in multiscale composites research have been focused on
improving the matrix-dominated properties by homogeneously dispersing CNTs in the bulk of the
matrix, in order to avoid CNT agglomeration (figure 1.3 & 1.4).

Figure 1.3: Agglomerated CNT-Resin [3].

Figure 1.4: Homogeneous CNT-Resin distribution [3].

High-energy sonication has been widely used to ‘‘pre-disperse” CNTs in the resin prior to composite
fabrication [4–9]. However, more recently, calendering has gained popularity as a means to disperse
CNTs due to its efficiency and scalability, which makes it suitable for high volume, high rate
production (figure 1.5) [10–15]. As for integrating resin/CNT mixture and fiber fabric, Resin Transfer
Molding (RTM), Vacuum-Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM) [12, 15, 16] and hand layup [4,
5] are commonly used. Although improvements in mechanical properties of multiscale composites
2
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have been achieved with the addition of CNTs, the transferability of improved matrix properties into
continuous-fiber-reinforced composites is a challenging task and limited by many factors [15, 17].

Figure 1.5: Calendering CNT pre-dispersion.

Beside these advantages there are also some disadvantages. One of the major problems to use these
resin charged with nano-reinforcements to impregnate fiber structures is the increase of viscosity by
some order of magnitudes that difficult their manufacturing process. The highly viscous and CNTagglomerated resin systems cannot be processed using the conventional composite manufacturing
techniques. For example, when fabricating multiscale Fiber Reinforcement Polymers (FRPs) using the
VARTM process, nano-reinforcements can become filtered, resulting in an inhomogeneous
microstructure of multiscale composites [18, 19, 20, 21]. Filtering is caused by the nanoreinforcements being trapped in inter-tow regions within the fiber preform mesh during fabrication. A
comprehensive study [21] revealed a direct correlation between the concentration of Carbon
Nanofibers (CNFs) and the processing parameters, such as viscosity and filtering: a CNFs
concentration above 1% resulted in a significant filtering effect, leading to the formation of many
micro-voids in the composite [22].
To open the door for the use of CNTs in FRP the impregnation technology of the fiber architecture is
the key issue. Within this project will be analyzed and developed the RTM technique to manufacture a
with glass fiber bicycle seat posts with epoxy resin charged with carbon nanotubes (CNTs).
To provide an optimum solution for the filtering of CNTs during the injection process will be
developed an inflatable bladder to improve the fiber impregnation getting a homogeneous distribution
of the CNTs through the fiber reinforcement.
To obtain these objective this project proceeds to:


Analyze the manufacturing process of hollow parts using the RTM technique.
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Development of strategy to impregnate fiber beds.



Design an inflatable bladder assisted-RTM tool.



Design and construction of a tool to manufacture a simple inflatable bladder.



Experimental investigation of bladder material selection.



Experimental investigation of a bladder dipping mandrel manufacturing.
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2 State of the art
On this chapter, it's presented a review of the classification of the composites materials attending to
the scale of the reinforcement (figure 2.1).

MICRO-REINFORCEMENTS

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
NANO-REINFORCEMENTS

NANO-COMPOSITES
MICRO- NANO- REINFORCEMENTS

MULTISCALE COMPOSITES
Figure 2.1: Multiscale composites structure.

Once presented the classification of the composite materials, it's done a detailed explanation of the
constituent materials (micro-, nano-reinforcement and polymer matrix) and manufacturing techniques
for the development of this project.

2.1 Composite materials
Composites
A composite material (or composites) is a macroscopic combination of two or more materials with
different physical and chemical properties, having a recognizable interface between them. There are
two constituents on a composite material, a continuous phase or matrix that binds together and
provides form to an array of a stronger, stiffer reinforcement constituent phase (figure 2.2). The
resulting composite material has a balance of structural properties that is superior to either constituent
material alone. The improved structural properties generally result from a load-sharing mechanism.

5
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Figure 2.2: Composite material constituents.

Composites are used not only for their structural properties but also for electrical, thermal, tribological
and environmental applications. Modern composite materials are usually optimized to achieve a
particular balance of properties for a given range of applications.
Thus, composites typically have a reinforcement phase that is stiffer and stronger than the continuous
matrix phase. Many types of reinforcements also often have good thermal and electrical conductivity,
a coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) that is less than the matrix, and/or good wear resistance.
Composites are commonly classified at two distinct levels. The first level of classification is usually
made with respect to the matrix constituent that is typically a continuous phase throughout the
component. The major composite classes include organic-matrix composites (OMCs), metal-matrix
composites (MMCs), and ceramic-matrix composites (CMCs). The term “organic-matrix composite”
is generally assumed to include two classes of composites: polymer-matrix composites (PMCs) and
carbon-matrix composites (commonly referred to as carbon-carbon composites).
The second level of classification refers to the reinforcement form: nano-reinforcements, particulate
reinforcements, whisker reinforcements, continuous fiber laminated composites and woven
composites, braided and knitted fiber architectures are included in this category. In order to provide a
useful increase in properties, there generally must be a substantial volume fraction (~10% or more) of
the reinforcement.
Continuous fiber-reinforced composites contain reinforcements having lengths much greater than their
cross-sectional dimensions. Such a composite is considered to be a discontinuous fiber or short fiber
composite if its properties vary with fiber length. On the other hand, when the length of the fiber is
such that any further increase in length does not, for example, further increase the elastic modulus or
strength of the composite, the composite is considered to be continuous fiber reinforced. Most
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continuous fiber (or continuous filament) composites, in fact, contain fibers that are comparable in
length to the overall dimensions of the composite part.

Figure 2.3: Glass fiber architectures.

An important category of fiber architecture (figure 2.3) is that formed by weaving, braiding, or
knitting the fiber bundles or “tows” to create interlocking fibers that often have orientations slightly or
fully in an orientation orthogonal to the primary structural plane. This approach is taken for a variety
of reasons, including the ability to have structural, thermal, or electrical properties in the third or “outof-plane” dimension. Another often cited reason for using these architectures is that the “unwetted” or
dry fiber preforms (fibers before any matrix is added) are easier to handle, lower in cost, and conform
to highly curved shapes more readily than the highly aligned, continuous fiber form. These fiber
architectures are employed on liquid molding manufacturing technologies like Resin Infusion (RLI),
Resin Transfer Molding (RTM), etc [23].
Traditional fiber reinforced composites (FRCs) have shown great promise as high strength structural
materials due to their high stiffness to weight ratio and their ease of processing. In addition, FRCs
have matured with respect to their material properties. For instance, their in-plane, fiber-dominant
properties make them highly desirable compared to metals, but their through-the-thickness or z-axis
properties are matrix-dominant and have limited their use. So far, FRCs have found extensive use in
aerospace, automotive, construction, and recreational equipment industrial sectors but their previously
stated limitations have prohibited them from reaching their full potential [24].
Nano-composites
The transition from micro-reinforcements to nano-reinforcements yields dramatic changes in physical
properties. Nanoscale materials have a large surface area for a given volume. In general,
nanomaterials provide reinforcing efficiency because of their high aspect ratios (figure 2.4). Since
many important chemical and physical interactions are governed by surfaces and surface properties, a
nanostructured material can have substantially different properties from a larger-dimensional material
7
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of the same composition. Typical nano-reinforcements currently under investigation include,
nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon nanofibers (CNFs), fullerenes, and graphene [25].

Figure 2.4: Nano-sized reinforcement (L < 100nm) [26].

Research in nanostructured composites or nanocomposites, in which a resin is dispersed with
nanoparticles, such CNTs or CNFs, has shown explosive growth in the past decades. Incorporation of
nanoscale constituents into composite matrices leads to new or modified property enhancements
significantly greater than that attainable using conventional fillers or polymer blends [27]. Researchers
using CNFs and CNTs in manufacturing polymeric nanocomposites (PNCs) have reported
mechanical, electrical, and thermal property enhancements which result from synergy from the matrix
and nanoparticles. Studies have shown that chemically modifying the surfaces of nanoparticles helps
them disperse better in polymer matrices and results in improved physical properties [24].
"Multiscale" material
A combination of PNCs with fiber-reinforcement results in a multiscale composite with a hierarchal
structure ranging from nanoscale to micron size fibers (figure 2.5). These multiscale composites offer
a route by which multifunctionality (enhanced thermal stability, lower coefficient of thermal
expansion, high thermal and electrical conductivity) can be imparted to the FRC [27].
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Figure 2.5: Multiscale composite structure [28].

Therefore, enhancing the PNCs matrix properties should lead to property enhancements in the FRCs
system and result in a composite with the potential perform in a multifunctional capacity. Modifying
the fiber reinforcement constituent within a FRC system by grafting [29] or electrophoretically
depositing

nanoparticles onto the fiber can serve as a another way to develop multifunctional

composites [30-33]. Thus, multiscale fiber reinforced composites (M-FRCs) can be manufactured by
either modifying the resin matrix or fiber reinforcement [24]. One route for fabricating M-FRC is to
infuse fiber preforms with nanostructured prepolymers, or nanocomposites [27].

2.1.1 Matrix - Thermosetting epoxy resin
The function of the matrix is to bind the reinforcements together by its cohesive and adhesive
characteristics, to transfer load to and between reinforcements and to protect the reinforcements from
environments and handling. Because the reinforcements are typically stronger and stiffer, the matrix is
often the weak link in the composite from a structural view. As a continuous phase, the matrix
therefore controls the transverse properties, interlaminar strength, and elevated-temperature strength of
the composite. However, the matrix allows the strength of the reinforcements to be used to their full
potential by providing effective load transfer from external forces to the reinforcement. The matrix
holds reinforcing fibers in the proper orientation and position so that they can carry the intended loads
and distributes the loads more or less evenly among the reinforcements (figure 2.6). Further, the
matrix provides a vital inelastic response so that stress concentrations are reduced dramatically and
internal stresses are redistributed from broken reinforcements. In organic matrix, this inelastic
response is often obtained by microcracking. Debonding, often properly considered as an interfacial
phenomenon, is an important mechanism that adds to load redistribution and blunting of stress
concentrations.
9
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Figure 2.6: Matrix load transfer [23].

One of the most extensively employed organic matrix is the thermosetting epoxy resin. Epoxy resins
are a class of thermoset material used in structural and specialty composite applications because they
offer a unique combination of properties that are unattainable with other thermoset resins. Available in
a wide variety of physical forms from low-viscosity liquid to high-melting solids, it's employed on a
wide range of processes and applications. Epoxy resin offer high strength, low shrinkage, excellent
adhesion to various substrates, effective electrical insulation, chemical and solvent resistance, low cost
and low toxicity. They are easily cured without evolution of volatiles or by-products by a broad range
of chemical specie. Epoxy resins are also chemically compatible with most substrates and tend to wet
surfaces easily, making them especially well suited to composites applications.
Epoxy resins are routinely used as adhesives, coatings, encapsulates, casting materials, potting
compounds, and binders. Some of their most interesting applications are found in the aerospace and
recreational industries where resins and fibers are combined to produce complex composite structures.
Epoxy technologies satisfy a variety of nonmetallic composite designs in commercial and military
aerospace applications, including flooring panels, ducting, vertical and horizontal stabilizers, wings,
and even the fuselage. This same chemistry, developed for aerospace applications, is now being used
to produce lightweight bicycle frames, golf clubs, snowboards, racing cars, and musical instruments
(figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7: Epoxy resin applications [34].
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To support these applications, epoxy resins are formulated to generate specific physical and
mechanical properties. The designers of these systems must balance the limitations of the raw
materials and the chemistry with the practical needs of the part fabricator. While the simplest
formulations may combine a single epoxy resin with a curative, more-complex recipes will include
multiple epoxy resins, modifiers for toughness or flexibility or flame/smoke suppression, inert fillers
for flow control or coloration, and a curative package that drives specific reactions at specified times.
When selecting a thermoset resin, consideration is usually given to tensile strength, modulus and
strain, compression strength and modulus, notch sensitivity, impact resistance, heat deflection
temperature or glass transition temperature (Tg), flammability, durability in service, material
availability, ease of processing, and price. Epoxy resins are of particular interest to structural
engineers because they provide a unique balance of chemical and mechanical properties combined
with extreme processing versatility. In all cases, thermoset resins may be tailored to some degree to
satisfy particular requirements, so formulation and processing information are often maintained as
trade secrets.
The three basic elements of an epoxy resin formulation that must be understood when selecting a
thermoset system are the base resin, curatives, and the modifiers. When formulating an epoxy resin for
a particular use, it is necessary to know what each of these components contributes to the physical and
mechanical performance of the part during and after fabrication.
The term “epoxy” describes a broad class of thermosetting polymers in which the primary cross
linking occurs through the reaction of an epoxide group. In general, an epoxy resin can be thought of
as a molecule containing a three-membered ring, consisting of one oxygen atom and two carbon atoms
figure 2.8 [23].

Figure 2.8: Basic chemical structure of epoxy group [23].

While the presence of this functional group defines a molecule as an epoxide, the molecular base to
which it is attached can vary widely, yielding various classes of epoxy resins. The commercial success
of epoxies is due in part to the diversity of molecular structures that can be produced using similar
chemical processes. In combination with judicious selection of a curing agent and appropriate
modifiers, epoxy resins can be specifically tailored to fit a broad range of applications.
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The first commercial epoxy resin in this class, the diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A (DGEBA), remains
the most widely used today. The structure of pure DGEBA is shown in figure 2.9 [23].

Figure 2.9: Chemical structure of diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A [23].

Epoxy resins will react with a large number of chemical species called curatives or hardeners. (Other
terms often used, sometimes incorrectly, are catalysts and accelerators.) The most commonly used
chemical classes of curatives are amines, amine derivatives, and anhydrides.
The third major category of epoxy formulation constituents is modifiers. They are used to provide
specific physical and mechanical performance in both the uncured and cured resin. General categories
of modifiers include rubbers, thermoplastics, diluents, flame retardants, fillers, and pigments and dyes
[23].

2.1.2 Micro-reinforcement - Glass Fiber
The principal purpose of the reinforcement is to provide superior levels of strength and stiffness to the
polymer-matrix composites (PMCs). In a continuous fiber-reinforced composite, the fibers provide
virtually all of the strength and stiffness. Reinforcing materials may also provide thermal and
electrical conductivity, controlled thermal expansion, and wear resistance in addition to structural
properties.
The most widely used reinforcement form in high-performance organic-matrix composites OMCs are
fiber tows (figure 2.10). These typically consist of thousands of fine filaments arranged in a single
bundle. A fiber tow can be handled as a single unit and so can be wrapped or woven using commercial
equipment.

Figure 2.10: Glass fiber tow.
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Initial scientific and engineering understanding of fiber-reinforced OMCs was based on studies of
glass-fiber reinforced composites. Both continuous and discontinuous glass-fiber reinforced
composites have found extensive application, ranging from nonstructural, low-performance uses, such
as panels in aircraft and appliances, to such high- performance applications as rocket motor cases and
pressure vessels. The reasons for the widespread use of glass fibers in composites, both in the past and
in the present, include competitive price, availability, good handleability, ease of processing, high
strength, and other acceptable properties. Furthermore, the advent of highly efficient silane coupling
agents, which are very compatible with either polyester or epoxy matrix, provided a strong and muchneeded boost in property translation and in environmental durability.
Glass fiber are among the most versatile industrial materials known today. They are readily produced
from raw materials, which are available in virtually unlimited supply [35]. All glass fibers derived
from compositions containing silica. They exhibit useful bulk properties such as hardness,
transparency, resistance to chemical attack, stability, and inertness, as well as desirable fiber
properties such as strength, flexibility, and stiffness [36]. Glass fibers are used in the manufacture of
structural composites, printed circuit boards and a wide range of special-purpose products [37].
Glass filaments are highly abrasive to each other [38]. “Size” coatings or binders are therefore applied
before the strand is gathered to minimize degradation of filament strength that would otherwise be
caused by filament-to-filament abrasion. Binders provide lubrication, protection, and/or coupling. The
size may be temporary, as in the form of a starch-oil emulsion that is subsequently removed by
heating and replaced with a glass-to-resin coupling agent known as a finish. On the other hand, the
size may be a compatible treatment that performs several necessary functions during the subsequent
forming operation and which, during impregnation, acts as a coupling agent to the resin being
reinforced.
Glass fibers are roughly classified into two categories, low-cost general-purpose fibers and premium
special-purpose fibers. Over 90% of all glass fibers are general-purpose products. These fibers are
known by the designation E-glass and are subject to ASTM specifications [39]. The remaining glass
fibers are premium special-purpose products [23]. On the table 2.1, it's presented a classification of the
glass fiber.
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Designation

Characteristic

E, electrical

Low electrical conductivity

S, strength

High strength

C, chemical

High chemical durability

M, modulus

High stiffness

A, alkali
D, dielectric

High alkali or soda lime glass
Low dielectric constant

Table 2.1: Fiber glass classification.

The glass fiber most commonly used is known as E-glass, a glass fiber having a useful balance of
mechanical, chemical and electrical properties at very moderate cost. Typical strength and stiffness
levels for the individual filaments are about 3450 MPa (500 ksi) tensile strength and 75.8 GPa (11 ×
106 psi) Young's modulus. Higher-performance, higher-cost S-2 glass fibers have properties of 4830
MPa (700 ksi) tensile strength and a modulus of 96.5 GPa (14 × 106 psi). For specialized applications,
such as ablatives, thermal barriers, antenna windows, and radomes, high-silica and quartz fibers are
also used [23].
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2.1.3 Nano-reinforcement - Carbon Nanotubes CNTs
A carbon nanotube (CNT) can be conceptualized as a tubular microcrystal of graphite and can be
considered as a tubular version of fullerene. Therefore, CNTs properties are close to that of an ideal
graphite fiber. It consists of one or more cylinders of graphitic shells where trivalent carbon atoms
form a hexagonal network [40, 41]. Figures 2.11 & 2.12 show a schematic representation of a graphite
layer. Since Ijima’s report on CNTs in 1991, scientists have been attracted by CNT’s due to their
unprecedented geometrical, physical and chemical properties: high aspect ratio, very high specific
surface area (up to 1315 m2/g), extremely high strength, lightweight, elasticity, high thermal and air
stability (thermal stability up to 2800°C in a vacuum or inert atmosphere), and high electric and
thermal conductivity (thermal conductivity twice as high as diamond, and electric-current-carrying
capacity 1000 times higher than copper wires) [42, 45]. These properties make nanotubes ideal for
many applications as reinforcement in composites improving mechanical, thermal and electrical
properties of the bulk product.

Figure 2.11: Graphitic shell carbon atoms form a hexagonal
network [46].

Figure 2.12: CNT as a tubular version of fullerene [47].
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Classification of carbon nanotubes according to the number of graphene layers:


Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs): This CNT consists of a single graphene sheet wrapped
into a seamless cylindrical tube (figure 2.13). The diameter of SWCNT is around 0.3-10 nm and
depends on the corresponding manufacturing method. The length of the SWCNT can reach up to
centimeters, therefore yielding an aspect ratio in the range of 105-106 [40, 41, 43, 48].

Figure 2.13: Single-wall carbon nanotube [49].



Multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs): This CNT can be considered as a group of concentric
SWCNT (figure 2.14). These concentric layers can be compared to the rings of a tree trunk. The
diameter is in the range of 1-200 nm and the constant separation between the layers is 0.339 nm.
Hence, by determining the number of nested SWCNT, the MWCNT wall thickness can be
calculated [40, 41, 43, 48].

Figure 2.14: Multi-wall carbon nanotube [49].



Double-wall carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs): This CNT are a special case of MWCNT with two
concentric graphene layers (figure 2.15). They combine very similar morphology and properties as
SWCNT, and at the same time they have the possibility of functionalizing the outer wall, which
will ensure the connections with the matrix, when they are used as reinforcement fillers in
composites. In addition, this second wall will improve significantly their resistance to chemicals,
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which are usually used in the functionalization of the CNTs in order to add them new properties
[50].

Figure 2.15: Double-wall carbon nanotube [51].

A further and more useful distinction between CNTs can be made when the carbon atom arrangement
is taken into account. As it has been explained, CNTs are formed when a graphene layer is wrapped
into a seamless cylindrical tube. The graphene layer is formed with carbon atoms which are connected
forming carbon hexagons. When the lattice is curved to form a tube, the edges of the lattice, which
carry unoccupied bonding sites, need to pair with the available sites. There are many ways in which
the edges can pair up; therefore, there are many possible crystallographic orientations of the surface
hexagons. The helicity of the tube refers to a crystallographic parameter [52]. In this respect by rolling
a graphene sheet in different directions typical nanotubes can be obtained (figure 2.16 & 2.17).

Figure 2.16: Schematic representation of rolling graphene layer
to create CNT [53].

Figure 2.17: Armchair, Zigzag & Chiral Nanotubes [54].

The chirality is an important characteristic in nanotubes. It has a great relevance in the physical
properties that depend on the tube diameter. It has been verified that all the armchair tubes are
metallic, whereas the zigzag and chiral tubes are either metallic or semiconducting [55].
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The production method has an important influence on the properties of the CNTs. The ideal method
would be a low cost process which produces large amounts of high purity and uniform CNTs.
However, nowadays there is not a method which fulfills all these requirements. Depending on the
manufacturing procedure, diameter, length, purity and defects of the CNTs might vary significantly.
Arc-discharge, laser vaporization/ablation, chemical vapor deposition and high pressure conversion of
carbon monoxide are some methods [40, 41].
Numerous investigators have reported remarkable physical and mechanical properties of CNTs.


Electrical Properties: The unique electrical properties of CNTs are mainly derived from their 1-D
character and the special electronic structure of graphite [56]. Depending on the chirality, CNTs
can be conducting (metallic) or semiconducting. They are metallic if the integers of Equation 1.1
are: n=m (armchair) or n-m=3i (where is an integer). All other structures are predicted to be
semiconducting [57].
Resistance occurs when an electron collides with a defect in the crystal structure of the material
through which it is passing. These collisions deflect the electron from its path. But in CNTs due to
their one-dimensional nature (aspect ratio up to millions), charge carriers can travel through
nanotubes without scattering resulting in ballistic transport (it refers to conduction where Ohm’s
law does not apply and the resistance doesn’t depend on the CNT’s length). The absence of
scattering means that Joule heating is minimized, so that nanotubes can carry very large current
densities of up to 1x109A/cm2, 1000 times higher than copper wires (copper wires burn at about
1x106 A/cm2) [45, 48, 58 ].
MWCNTs have metallic properties (electrical conductivity > 103 S/cm) .They are considered as a
collection of concentric SWCNTs with various electrical properties, where electronic coupling
takes place between shells. [43, 44, 59].



Mechanical Properties: CNTs possess high stiffness and axial strength [52]. The tensile strength of
CNTs is much higher than high strength steel (1-2GPa) [48].
It can be seen that MWCNTs are weaker than SWCNTs. This occurs because the individual
cylinders, which built MWCNTs, slide with respect to each other. It can also be noted, that tensile
strength decreases as nanotube diameter increases [40, 60].
Due to their hollow cores, CNTs are very stiff in axial direction but very flexible in all other
directions, with reversible bending up to angles of 110° for both SWCNTs and MWCNTs [43].
Therefore, they are considered as being very resilient. In addition, they show a high capability to
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sustain strain in tension (20-40 %) without brittleness, plastic deformation, or bond rupture [55,
56].
The density of CNTs is about 1.33-1.40 g/cm3, which is just a half of aluminum. Thus, they have
an excellent specific strength. Because of all these properties, CNTs are considered as perfect
composites‘ nanofillers with many applications, such as, aerospace nanocomposites [43, 48].


Thermal Properties: CNTs are also very conductive for phonons; the thermal conductivity of
SWCNTs is theoretically predicted to be around 6600 W/mK at room temperature; which is nearly
the double of diamond of 3320 W/mK [21]. This high conductivity takes place in the CNT axial
direction, on the other hand, in the radial direction thermal conductivity is very small. Moreover,
SWCNTs are stable up to 2800 ºC in vacuum and 750 ºC in air, whereas metal wires in microchips
melt at 600-1000 ºC [43, 48, 56, 61].

2.2 Manufacturing technologies of multiscale composites
Composite materials reinforced by nanoparticles (or nanocomposites) are a prominent topic of recent
and ongoing composites research. The improvement of material properties that can be obtained from
relatively small quantities of nanoparticles has been a strong motivation for further exploration,
leading to optimistic predictions of greatly enhanced mechanical properties across the board for such
materials.
Various studies involving nanoparticle enhancement have shown specific increases in static strength
[62–66], fracture toughness [65,67–71], and fatigue life [72–76], among other properties, confirming
the notion that nanoparticles can have impressive benefits at low concentrations. The resulting
enhancements can vary widely depending on the type of property under investigation, the choice of
materials, nanoparticle type, concentration and dispersion, and processing methods.
The use of exceptional properties of CNTs in a composite depends strongly on how the CNTs are
integrated into the three-phase multiscale composites. The incorporation of nanoscale CNTs with
conventional microscale fiber reinforcements in a common polymer matrix can be achieved by
modifying either the matrix resin or the fiber reinforcement using the CNTs.
Modifying the matrix resin by dispersing CNTs in the polymer offers the most conventional, facile
and industrially compatible route. A number of different techniques have been developed for CNT
dispersion into a polymer matrix, which includes shear mixing, calendaring, extrusion, ultrasonication
and ball milling [33] (figure 2.18). Many of the recent studies are often based on the use of a
combination of aforementioned techniques, such as ultrasonication plus ball milling [78], and
ultrasonication plus extrusion [79, 80].
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Figure 2.18: Modifying CNT-Resin techniques [81].

Fabrication of multiscale FRCs using modified resins has some limitations that difficult their
development and widespread applications. One of the main problems in this approach is that the
viscosity of a CNT-modified matrix increases dramatically with increasing CNT content, even with a
very small content below 1 wt%, leading to severe agglomeration of CNTs in the bulk of the
composite. The highly viscous and CNT-agglomerated resin systems cannot be processed using the
conventional composite manufacturing techniques. For example, when fabricating multiscale FRPs
using the vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) process, nanofillers can become filtered,
resulting in an inhomogeneous microstructure of multiscale composites [82-85]. Filtering is caused by
the nanofillers being trapped in inter-tow regions within the fiber preform mesh during fabrication. A
comprehensive study [85] revealed a direct correlation between the concentration of CNFs and the
processing parameters, such as viscosity and filtering: a CNF concentration above 1% resulted in a
significant filtering effect, leading to the formation of many microvoids in the composite.

Figure 2.19: Overcoating method for distributing nanotubes onto woven fiber prior to VARTM processing [72].
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Apart from the above conventional techniques of mixing CNTs with a polymer resin before
incorporation with fiber reinforcements, more systematic approaches have been developed to fabricate
advanced FRPs, including i) attachment, grafting or growth of CNTs on the reinforcing fibers or
fabrics (figure 2.19), ii) interleaving Bucky papers made from CNTs at certain laminar interfaces, iii)
manual spreading or spraying of CNTs on prepregs. The key advantages of direct attachment of CNTs
on the fibers/fabrics or interleaving technique are the ability to incorporate CNTs at high
concentrations and incorporate the CNTs selectively at the locations of interest within a composite.
The effects of growth conditions on CNT morphology have been evaluated [86-90]. Grafting of
aligned CNTs or CNFs on to the conventional fiber surface resulted in a 3D hierarchical composite
(figure 2.20) with enhanced mechanical and multifunctional properties [91-93].

Figure 2.20: 3D Hierarchical composite [91].

Introducing aligned CNTs to CFRPs was accomplished by growing a vertically-aligned CNT forest at
a high temperature, and then transfer-printing the CNTs to prepregs at room temperature [94]. The
prepreg was attached to a cylindrical drum that was rolling under pressure across the substrate
containing the CNT forest to transfer the CNTs to prepregs, taking advantage of the tack of the
prepregs to separate the CNT forest from the growth substrate (figure 2.21). Electrophoretic
deposition (EPD) is another technique that has been widely applied to selectively deposit CNTs on
fabrics. CNTs were uniformly deposited on the surface of carbon fabrics using the EPD technique
where both as-received and oxidized CNTs were deposited onto the carbon fiber electrodes under an
applied electric field [95]. EPD is a simple and versatile technique that can be readily automated and
scaled up for mass production.
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Figure 2.21: CNTs transfer-printing to prepregs [94].

A technique known as ‘powder method’ was devised to add CNTs onto the ply surface [96]. The
method is schematically described in figure 2.22 where the powder of vapor grown carbon fibers
(VGCFs) are manually spread at the mid-plane of CFRP laminates using a sifter with a mesh size
about 70 μm. A VGCF interlayer is automatically formed during melting and curing of resin at a high
temperature and pressure in the autoclave. A CNT-solvent paste, e.g. CNF-ethanol past, was also
applied manually on a CFRP prepreg using a metal roller [97]. After evaporating the solvent on the
prepreg sheets, the two parts of prepregs were bonded together and cured. A CNF interlayer of 50-200
μm in thickness was naturally formed by the fusion of CNFs and epoxy resin during curing. A thin
layer of CNTs was also dispersed onto the surface of woven fabric using a spray-up process [60]. This
process involved coating of a pre-dispersed CNT-solvent solution on the fabric using a spray gun, and
deposition of CNTs at the prescribed weight percentage on the fabric after evaporation of the solvent.
Composites were then produced through a RTM process. CNTs were also integrated into FRPs by
adding CNTs in the fiber sizing formulation through which the continuous fibers were drawn [99].

Figure 2.22: Powder of vapor grown carbon fibers [96].

Interleaves containing well-dispersed CNTs in a β-stage epoxy thin film were developed to insert
between plies in a laminate composite, which was subsequently co-cured with the infused epoxy resin
based on a VARTM process [100]. The interleaving thin films were produced by dispersing CNTs in
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epoxy after sonication and casting on a release paper using a thin film coater. This technique is limited
to low CNT contents because the films are produced by dispersing CNTs in a resin using a
conventional method. However, the CNT contents in the interleaves can be drastically increased if
CNT Bucky papers are employed. Composite thin films have recently been produced using partially
cured epoxy-CNF Bucky papers of high CNF contents for use as interleaves in CFRPs [101], where
the CNF Bucky paper was impregnated with an epoxy resin by vacuum infiltration. The partially
cured composite thin film was placed between CFRP prepregs before curing to improve the
interlaminar fracture resistance of the bulk composites. This approach allowed the incorporation of
high CNT contents in FRPs, avoiding the difficulties associated with high viscosity arising from the
high nanofiller contents.
The choice and application of the aforementioned techniques for integration of CNTs and CNFs in
FRPs depend on many factors, including the availability of required tools or equipment, CNT contents
and the final composite properties being sought [22].

2.3 Resin Transfer Molding
In the RTM process, the dry fiber-reinforcement preform is first placed in an open matched mold. The
mold is closed and reactive liquid resin is injected at low pressure into ports in the mold to obtain
thermoset polymer composites (figure 2.23), excess air is forced out other vents in the mold.

Figure 2.23: RTM process [103].

In vacuum-assisted resin transfer molding, vacuum can be applied to the vent ports to assist in
drawing the resin into the fiber preform and removing any trapped air. There are many variations of
the resin infusion process. For example, for cost reduction, molds can contain a single-sided hard tool
side, where the opposite side of the tool can just be a simple, flexible vacuum bag. Other variations
contain an air gap or high permeability layers over the platform surface of the part, to allow the liquid
resin to flow quickly over and “above” the surface (figure 2.23), before the slower process of diffusing
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through the preform (hence, using this method, the liquid has only to diffuse through the preform
thickness, not across the part width direction as in RTM). In one variation of this process, Liquid
Compression Molding, once the resin has flowed through the air gap over the preform, the tool can be
further closed creating additional pressure to force the resin into the preform [23] (figure 2.24).

Figure 2.24: Liquid compression molding [109].

Resin injection through a fibrous reinforcement is modeled as a flow through a porous medium and
obeys Darcy's law (figure 2.25), which states that the resin flow rate through a unit area of material is
proportional to the pressure gradient in the mold [102]. The coefficient of proportionality is the
permeability of the porous medium (measured by appropriate experiments) divided by the viscosity of
the resin (which varies in time with temperature and degree of cure). Permeability becomes lower
when the fiber volume content of the composite increases, whereas viscosity decreases with
temperature.

Figure 2.25: Darcy's law [103].

The pressure field in the mold may also be displayed. A correct knowledge of mold filling allows
adequate positioning of the injection ports and vents. There are three ways to facilitate the resin flow
in the mold: decrease the fiber volume content (for example, by lifting slightly the mold cover during
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injection), increase the injection pressure, or heat the mold and/or the resin to reduce viscosity. Using
the appropriate simulation software, these three parameters can be studied and tuned adequately. A
RTM simulation software should contain the following four critical features [104]:


It must satisfy the exact conservation of resin mass during injection.



It must be able to simulate race tracking, that is, the much faster resin flows that occur in
specific areas of the mold, such as the edges.



It must solve the heat transfer problem during resin injection (i.e., calculate the temperature
field in the mold and in the part).



Finally, it must simulate curing of the part.

Linking the RTM finite-element software to the composite engineering software through a RTM
interface provides a more accurate description of the resin injection process by incorporating in the
RTM model local variations due to the composite material draping process. Draping may generate
local changes in ply thickness and directional variations in porosity and permeability due to material
scissoring [23].
Resin transfer molding has the potential to overcome the disadvantages of traditional hand lay-up by
being less labor intensive and having the ability to form complex shapes and hollow parts. RTM has
some advantages over prepreg construction: Prepreg is stiff and difficult to form into shapes, RTM
does not require secondary bonding and has better surface finish because it has hard tooling on all
sides. The main disadvantages of RTM are associated with tooling. Resin flow is difficult to control,
making mold design and temperature critical. Tool tolerances are important. This technique combines
to make tooling costs high, and there are additional costs for pumps and a press [105].

2.3.1 Hollow parts manufacturing
Hollow structures offer a significant weight and cost saving compared with sandwich panels, but
require more imagination to produce by RTM, figure 2.26 [106]. A common technique here is to use
an elastomeric bladder, which may be filled with particulates. The bladder is filled, loaded into the
mold, and evacuated to rigidize the core. The preform skins are added and the matrix resin is injected.
Following resin cure, the core can be removed after releasing the vacuum. In a further variant, a
positive pressure is applied to the bladder after the end of injection and prior to resin cure in order to
consolidate the laminate. One potential advantage here is that the core may be formed with
indentations in the surface that provide a runner system to aid resin distribution. These channels are
destroyed when positive pressure is applied to the bladder, and the excess resin is bled out through the
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laminate. If particulates are used to stabilize the bladder, these can be extracted after venting. The
bladder itself may be sacrificial or reusable [23].

Figure 2.26: Bladder inflation molding for hollow RTM structures [106].
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3 Manufacturing process development
3.1 Part description
A bicycle seat post is a tube that extends upwards from the bicycle frame to the saddle, support the
weight of the rider and resists mechanical stress of pedaling. Figure 3.1, shows the location of the seat
post in a bicycle.

Saddle

Seat post

Frame

Figure 3.1: Bicycle seat post location (by moonmenbikes).

A plain bicycle seat post consists on a tube with clamp at the top to attach the saddle. One bolt
tightens the clamp and the saddle rails at the same time. On this project, the target is seat post made
with glass fiber and resin modified with carbon nanotubes in which the manufacturing process is
focused. Figure 3.2, shows the basic design of a plain the seat post.

Clamp

Plain seat post

Figure 3.2: Plain seat post.
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The specifications of the seat post have been set in the project in order to have standard dimensions.
Standard outside diameter is necessary because it accommodate standard parts like lugs, clamps, etc.
The dimensions of the seat post object of this project are standard for high quality bicycles. Table 3.1
and figure 3.3 collect all the dimensions necessaries for the tooling development.

Variable
Outer diameter
Thickness

Acronym

Value

Do

27,2 mm.

t

2 mm.

Inner diameter

Di

23,2 mm.

Length

L

300 mm.

Weight

P

< 185 gr.

Table 3.1: Seat post dimensions.

Figure 3.3: Seat post dimensions.

An aesthetically attractive CAD model (figure 3.4) has been obtained with the required dimensions for
the seat post object of the following tooling development (section 4.2, 4.3, 4.4).

Figure 3.4: Seat post 3D CAD model.
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3.2 Developing a RTM technique to manufacture seat posts with CNTs
The present project focuses on the development of a bladder assisted-RTM tool to manufacture seat
post tubes made of multiscale composites based on glass fiber-epoxy resin modified with carbon
nanotubes. The target is to take advantage of the bladder assisted-RTM process characteristics to get a
homogeneous distribution of CNTs within the glass fiber reinforcement. This development project
include the design of an innovative inflatable bladder key to the impregnation process. On the figure
below (figure 3.5), it's shown a preliminary concept of the impregnation process.

Multiscale composite

Distribution media

Pressurized air

Resin charged CNT
Bladder

Reinforcement

Figure 3.5: Preliminary bladder assisted-RTM concept.

The inflatable bladder must provide a resin distribution media on its external surface that facilitates
the impregnation of its high viscosity resin due the CNT addition. Before resin injection, the CNTs
must be homogeneously dispersed on the resin matrix.
The application of positive pressure inside the bladder will elastically deform it and the external
surface will force the resin matrix to flow through the laminate thickness. Thus, the CNTs filtration is
reduced through the laminate thickness.
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3.3 Tooling design
The development of the bladder assisted-RTM tooling have been done following the stages of the VDI
(Verein Deutscher Ingenieure) Society for product Development, Design and Marketing published
Guideline VDI 2221, "Systematic Approach to the design of Technical Systems and Products" in
1987. That guideline examined the most important fundamental principles for a systematic approach
to design (see figure 3.6) [107].

Figure 3.6: General approach to design [103].

This is the model used in this project to provide a solution to the problem by providing a clear
structure that is easy to understand and follow.
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4 Bladder assisted RTM tool development
4.1 Analysis stage
In the first stage of the design, the task and the boundary conditions of the bladder assisted-RTM tool
are preliminary defined. This definition is done according to the investigation lines open on the project
CarboRoad and based on the literature review done in the field of multiscale composite
manufacturing. This phase of the project is also called "phase information".
Boundary conditions are defined by an external mould and a core tool that provides the shape and
surface finish of the seat post. Different zones identified on the sketch model (figure 4.1), for the
manufacturing of hollow parts with RTM, will serve to organize the functions into realizable modules
during the design process. Figure 4.1 presents the boundary conditions.

Upper halve

Core area

Cross section

Front zone

Lower halve

Rear zone

Figure 4.1: Boundary conditions.

In order to clarify and define the task of the project, the information of the process is collected in a
checklist and then entered into a request list, which determine whether there is a demand, a wish or a
recommendation for individual requirements. The result of the analysis done to define the task is
presented on the request lists (see table 4.1), which include all the requirements for the tooling
development. This work was started by Alex Mann on his work [108], and updated for this project.
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1

Transparent tooling to check the impregnation behavior

X

2

External part diameter; Do = 27,2mm.

X

3

External part length; L = 300mm.

X

4

Part thickness; t = 2mm.

X

5

Vacuum connection (max. 0,5 bar)

X

6

Tool surface finish (external & internal part surfaces)

7

Compressed air connection

X

8

Port connection for resin injection

X

9

Support internal pressure of 2.5 bar

X

10

Modular tooling

X

11

Easy to clean (maintenance)

X

12

Easy de-molding

X

13

Heating/cooling system

X

14

Tightness (avoid resin leakage)

15

Mechanical closing device

16

Elastic core tool

17

Stiff core to support the fiber preform

18

Resin distribution media

19

Thermal resistance (~ 100ºC)

20

Reusable

21

Prevent oxidation

22

Lightweight and handy

Recommendation

RTM mould tool requirement

Request

Nr.

Demand
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X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 4.1: Requirements list for bladder assisted-RTM tool.
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4.2 Conceptual design
In this second phase is developed a functional structure from the listed requirements on table 4.1. The
functions of the bladder assisted-RTM tooling are determined, first the overall function and then the
most important sub-functions to be fulfilled by the development. This function structure is presented
in an organizational chart on the figure below (figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Function structure chart.

In this organizational chart, that arises from the analysis done on the list of requirements, the overall
target functions are broken down into sub-functions based on operational considerations.
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The classification and combination of these sub-functions into structures forms a basis for the search
of solutions for the overall product. At this point of the project, the sub-functions are organized into
realizable modules, before starting the complex and time-consuming process of defining these
modules in more concrete terms. The interfaces between sub-functions are established roughly and
classified in the following organizational chart, according to the future location of the function on the
bladder assisted-RTM tool. The chart in figure 4.3 serves for a better understanding of the next design
steps.

Figure 4.3: Module structures chart for the bladder assisted-RTM tool.
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In contrast to the function structure, a module structure provides a preliminary indication for the
breakdown of solution into the realizable groups and elements, which together with their interfaces are
essential for its implementation. A module structure facilitates the efficient distribution of design
effort and helps with the identification and solution of embodiment design problems.
Following the modules structure chart are provided possible solutions for every module in order to
obtain an optimal solution for the project task. The result of this work is presented in a morphological
box made with individual solutions proposed for the different modules (table 4.2 & 4.3). It is a useful
scheme, in which each principle solution will be followed. The individual principle solutions are made
with the help of a brainstorming session after researching the literature. Each solution provide its
advantages and disadvantages, and it is discussed on next steps in order to find the best solution.
Module
Function

Housing shape

Front cover

Rear cover

Sizing

Cooling system

Air-extraction

Resin Injection

Compressed
Air-inlet

Round

Cooling holes

Centered

Simple

Simple

Half round

Offset

Offset

Offset

Rectangular

Distributed

1

External
system

Principle Solution

2

3

4
Half-open

5
With ends

6
Round-Flange
Table 4.2: Sub-functions principle solutions for the RTM tool.
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Module

Module Assembly

Bladder

Centering

Tightness

Surface finish
Resin
distribution

Screw

Pins

Longitudinal

standard

Without holes

Clips

Cylinder

Circular

Circular

With holes

Function Closing device

Path design

1

2

Without

Principle Solution

3

Without

Surface-Surface

Ring

Slope (angle)

4 channels

Edge

Reinforced

Profile

4 Channel cross

4
Hollow cylinder

5

6

4 channels

7

8 channels
Table 4.3: Sub-functions principle solutions for the RTM tool.
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After analyze all principle solutions for every module, it have been selected the most adequate
solution to ensure the task of the tooling development. Selected principle solutions are presented on
the table below (table 4.4), with some explanations for its selection.

Nr.

1

Sub-function

Principle
Solution

Why is selected?

- Body mould Housing shape

Round
2

Cooling system

Cooling holes
3

- Front cover Air-extraction






Symmetry of the part.
Easy handling.
Provide area for mechanical closing.
Facilitate de-moulding process.





Symmetry of the seat post.
Low temperature reaction.
Low investment (water).



Symmetry of the seat post.



Direct injection on the fibre reinforcement.



Symmetry of the seat post.




Avoid complex hidraulic systems.
Ensure mould closing during all the RTM process.



Easy assembly.





Avoid resin leakage.
Mix of resin and water.
Vacuum drop.




Facilitate CNT-resin distribution a long the laminate.
Facilitate the bladder manufacturing.

Centered
4

- Rear cover Resin Injection

Offset
5

- Rear cover Compressed air
connection

Simple
6

Closing device

Screw
7

Centering of
the items
(parts)

Slope (angle)
8

- Gaskets Tightness

Longitudinal
Circular Gaskets

9
- Bladder Core design

4 channels
Table 4.4: Principle solutions selected.
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The assembly of all the principle solutions already selected define the concept design for the bladder
assisted-RTM tool for the manufacturing of multiscale composites. At this step the concept design is
finish and the functional-logical solution to the problem is defined (figure 4.4 & 4.5).

Figure 4.4: Concept mould design.

Figure 4.5: Concept core tool / bladder design.
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4.3 Design stage
The design phase consists on developing the layouts of the individual modules. The selected solutions
for the individual modules are detail designed and calculated to confirm that the solution meets the
requirements of the overall function. The level of refinement of the geometry, materials and other
details should only be pursued as far as to allow the optimum design to be selected.
The result of the design phase is a set of layouts for the individual modules (table 4.5), see appendix
C.

Component

Parts quantity

Drawing

Upper mould

1

1/8

Lower mould

1

2/8

Front cover

1

3/8

Rear cover

1

4/8

Inflatable bladder

1

5/8

Longitudinal sealing gasket

2

6/8

Circular sealing gasket

4

7/8

Screw

12

8/8

Table 4.5: Module layouts.

At the end of this section, all the individual solutions are combined to form the overall design and it
must be ensured that the solution meets the requirements of the bladder assisted-RTM tool.
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4.3.1 Upper mould
The upper mould has the task of shaping and surface finish to the outer side of the seat post. It
assembles mechanically with the lower mould to form the body mould. It accommodates channels for
the cooling phase after the curing process and support the internal pressure.
The material selected for the manufacturing is PMMA because of his optical attribute of being
transparent that allow to follow the resin flow during the injection process. PMMA has also an optimal
weather and scratch resistance, compared with other similar materials like polycarbonate or
polystyrene, that provide a reduced maintenance and extends the life of the tool. The low density of
the PMMA material gives light weight to the tool assembly in comparison with metallic materials.
General characteristics of the upper mould:


Made of PMMA.



General measurements 300 x 120 x 43,6 R [mm].



Stages on the flanges for mould assembly.



Holes location on flanges and ends of the mould for mechanical closure.



Longitudinal channels in the body for cooling system.

On the following figure 4.6 is detailed the design of the upper mould.

Figure 4.6: Upper mould CAD model.

See attached drawing in appendix C for detailed measurements and the calculation of the PMMA tool
in appendix B.
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4.3.2 Lower mould
The lower and upper moulds have the task of shaping and surface finish to the outer side of the seat
post. It assembles mechanically with the upper mould to form the body mould a The internal diameter
formed by the assembly of both halves are 27,2mm., that will correspond to the external diameter of
the future seat post.
General characteristics of the lower mould:


Made of PMMA.



Measurements 300 x 120 x 43,6 R [mm].



Stages on the flanges for mould assembly.



Holes location on flanges and ends of the mould for mechanical closure.



Longitudinal channels in the body for cooling system.



Longitudinal accommodations for sealing gaskets.

On the following figure 4.7 is detailed the design of the lower mould.

Figure 4.7: Lower mould CAD model.

See attached drawing in appendix C for detailed measurements and the calculation of the PMMA tool
in appendix B.
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4.3.3 Front cover
The front cover has a central hole to accommodate the connection for vacuum the application. One
side of the cover contains grooves that connect the cooling channels of the upper and lower mould and
create the cooling system. To prevent the leakage of the refrigeration liquid (water) and avoid the
mixture of resin and water during the seat post manufacturing process, there are two accommodations
for sealing gaskets.
General characteristics of the front cover:


Made of PMMA.



Measurements 30 x 87,2 ϕ [mm].



Central hole for vacuum connection (air extraction).



Holes located close to the contour for mechanical closure.



Circular grooves for cooling system.



Circular accommodations for sealing gaskets.

On the following figure 4.8 is detailed the design of the front cover.

Figure 4.8: Front cover CAD model.

See attached drawing in appendix C for detailed measurements and the calculation of the PMMA tool
in appendix B.
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4.3.4 Rear cover
Three different connections located on the rear cover confer to that module a relevant importance. The
rear cover accommodate the resin injection port that its located at the height of the fiber
reinforcement. This resin intake is in a 30º plane from the cross section which facilitates the resin
distribution during the seat post manufacturing process. There is a circular groove concentrically
placed to the fiber reinforcement to help the initial distribution of the resin. The bladder channels are
connected during the injection process with this groove.
The rear cover also contains grooves that connect the cooling channels of the upper and lower mould,
and together with the front cover close the cooling system circuit. Two holes correspond to the inletexhaust for the refrigeration liquid in the cooling system and the hole in the center accommodate the
nozzle of the inflatable bladder for pressure application.
General characteristics of the rear cover:


Made of PMMA.



Measurements 30 x 87,2 ϕ [mm].



Central hole for inflatable bladder nozzle.



Hole for resin injection.



Circular groove for resin distribution.



Holes located close to the contour for mechanical closure.



Circular grooves for cooling system.



Holes for refrigeration liquid re-circulation (inlet-exhaust).



Circular accommodations for sealing gaskets.

On the following figure 4.9 is detailed the design of the rear cover.

Figure 4.9: Rear cover CAD model.

See attached drawing in appendix C for detailed measurements and the calculation of the PMMA tool
in appendix B.
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4.3.5 Inflatable bladder
The inflatable bladder has the tasks of shaping the inner side of the seat post and serve as a
distribution media during the resin injection process. The bladder design developed accommodates 4
channels for the CNT-resin distribution. The bladder supports the internal pressure applied to compact
the fiber reinforcement.
The material selected for the manufacturing is Polyurethane because of his elastic deformation allow
the pressure inflates the bladder and compact the composite during the seat post manufacturing
process. The stiffness of the Polyurethane allow to place the fiber reinforcement on the bladder
without pressure inside.
General characteristics of the inflatable bladder:


Made of Polyurethane.



General measurements 297 x 19 ϕ [mm].



Bladder thickness 1,5 [mm].



Nozzle at the end for pressure connection (Radius 3mm.).



4 longitudinal channels in the body for resin distribution.



Channels radius: 3 [mm].

On the following figure 4.10 is detailed the design of the inflatable bladder.

Figure 4.10. Inflatable bladder CAD model.

See attached drawing in appendix C for detailed measurements and the calculation of the Inflatable
bladder in appendix A.
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4.3.6 Longitudinal sealing gasket
The longitudinal gaskets have the task to seal the mould between the upper and lower halves in the
assembly and avoid resin leakage during the manufacturing process. It permits the application of high
pressure inside for material compaction and air extraction.
The material selected for the manufacturing is Silicone because of his sealing properties and flexible
deformation.
General characteristics of the longitudinal sealing gasket:


Made of Silicone.



Measurements 300 x 7 x 5 [mm].



Rectangular and constant cross section.



Quantity: 2 units.

On the following figure 4.11 is detailed the design of the longitudinal sealing gasket.

Figure 4.11: Longitudinal sealing gasket CAD model.

See attached drawing in appendix C for detailed measurements.
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4.3.7 Circular sealing gasket
The circular gaskets have the task to seal the mould between the covers and the housing in the
assembly. Its prevent resin and refrigeration liquid leakage, and avoid the mixture of resin and water
during the seat post manufacturing process. These gaskets permit the application of high pressure
inside for material compaction and air extraction.
The material selected for the manufacturing is Silicone because of his sealing properties and flexible
deformation.
General characteristics of the circular sealing gasket:


Made of Silicone.



Circular shape and constant cross section.



Quantity: 4 units (2 inner & 2 outer gaskets).



Measurements outer gaskets: 14 ϕ in. x 16,9 ϕ out [mm], height 2,2 [mm].



Measurements inner gaskets: 25 ϕ in. x 28,8 ϕ out [mm], height 2,95 [mm].

On the following figure 4.12 is detailed the design of the circular sealing gasket.

Figure 4.12: Circular sealing gasket CAD model.

See attached drawing in appendix C for detailed measurements.
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4.3.8 Screw
The screw have the task to fix the parts of the tool during the assembly and support the pressure
inside.
The material selected for the manufacturing is Stainless steel because of his mechanical and nondegradation properties.
General characteristics of the circular screws:


Made of Stainless steel.



Measurements 4,25 ϕ x 25 [mm].



Standards parts: DIN 912 ALLEN HEAD SCREW.



Quantity: 12 units.

On the following figure 4.13 is detailed the design of the screw.

Figure 4.13: Screw CAD model.

See attached drawing in appendix C for detailed measurements.
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4.3.9 Assembly
Once all the components have been designed, it can be proceed the combination of all components or
assembly process. The tool is mainly composed of 4 parts. The assembly of 2 of them (upper & lower
mould) forms the body of the tool with cylindrical shape. The assembly of the covers (front & rears)
to the body close the tool resulting a close volume for the seat post manufacturing. The main task of
the tool is to provide a sealed chamber for the process. On the covers are located the connections for
the air-pressure inlet, vacuum exhaust and resin injection. Together with the tool, the inflatable
bladder allows the manufacturing of complex hollow parts using high viscosity resin. On the table 4.6
is sequentially presented the assembly process.

Step 1: Mould gaskets assembly.

Step 2: Body assembly.

Step 3: Cover gaskets assembly.

Step 4: Bladder installation.

Step 5: Front cover & body assembly.

Step 6: Mould closing.

Table 4.6: Assembly process.
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On the following figures (figure 4.14 & 4.15), its presented the final assembly tool:

Figure 4.14: Tool assembly front isometric view (front).

Figure 4.15: Tool assembly rear isometric view (rear).

The real assembly tool is presented on the figure 4.16, where it can be observed the transparency of
the PMMA material for the resin impregnation follow up.

Figure 4.16: PMMA tool assembly rear isometric view.
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4.4 Inflatable bladder development process
On this section, it's explained the impregnation process of glass fiber using resin charged with carbon
nanotubes. The figure 4.17, shows the impregnation process flow chart as introduction.

BRAIDED FIBER

MOULD

BLADDER

PLACEMENT

CLOSING

PRESSURIZATION

RESIN INJECTION

VACUUM

CHANNELS
RESIN FLOW

INFLATE

CURING

BLADDER

PROCESS

COOLING

Figure 4.17. Impregnation process flow chart.

The fiber is placed around the inflatable bladder following the seat post configuration (figure 4.18).
On this project, it's selected a continuous braided fiber glass. This type of reinforcement provide
hollow parts without any seams or discontinuities and improves the performance of the laminate. It
also facilitates the lay-up process as the bladder is simply inserted inside a tubular pre-form instead of
having to wrap it.

Braided glass fiber reinforcement

Figure 4.18: Braided fiber glass placement.

With the reinforcement located on the bladder, the RTM tool is mechanically closed and all the
connections plugged in (vacuum, air pressure, resin injection and cooling system).
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Now the bladder is pressurized to compact the fiber reinforcement against the external body mould.
The channels of the bladder are designed to support this first stage of pressure applied (figure 4.19).
Prior to the resin injection, it is applied vacuum pressure into the mould, which combined with the
injection pressure will permit the resin flow. Once started the resin injection, the longitudinal channels
on the bladder will be quickly filled by the CNT-resin as they have been designed to keep their shape
with pressure (first stage) and vacuum, and therefore to operate as a resin distribution media. When
the CNT-resin reach the end of the channels, then the pressure inside the bladder is increased. This
high pressure inflates the bladder and collapse distribution channels forcing the resin to flow through
the laminate thickness. This impregnation process homogenized the CNT's distribution throughout the
part and avoid the filter effect characteristic on the standard RTM processes. This concept is the most
important contribution done on this project to the bladder assisted RTM technique.

CNT-resin
Low pressure
Channels

High pressure
Channels collapsed

Figure 4.19. Inflatable bladder assisted impregnation process.

When the CNT-resin has fully impregnated the fiber reinforcement and cured, the mold is cooled
maintaining bladder pressure in order to consolidate the final seat post dimensions.
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4.5 Tool manufacturing
A RTM-prototype for impregnation tests was manufactured on the IVW by Alex Mann during the
development of this project and the material selected for this prototype was also PMMA (see figure
4.20). The bladder assisted RTM-tool developed on this project was not manufactured until the
prototype performance validation.

Figure 4.20: RTM-Prototype.

On this project the most innovative module designed is the inflatable bladder which create the hollow
shape of the seat post and facilitate the laminate impregnation with resin charged CNTs.
As a starting point for the inflatable bladder manufacturing, the blabber configuration selected has a
circular section without external channels to make a first and simple approach to the bladder
manufacturing complexity (figures 4.21 & 4.22).

Figure 4.21: Circular section bladder CAD model.

Figure 4.22: Bladder dimensions.
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Before manufacture a specific tool to manufacture the real scale bladder, several tests have been done
using material existing on the IVW facilities. These tests have been performed to develop a real scale
tool and also to select the bladder material. The test procedure consists on dipping a round rod
stainless steel in a Teflon cavity filled with different solutions. The tool used had reduced dimensions
in order to optimize costs (figure 4.23 & 4.24).

Teflon cavity

Dipping process

Solution

Round rod
Figure 4.23: Tools for dipping tests.

Figure 4.24: Dipping tests.

Following table 4.7 brings a summary of the tests performed for the bladder material selection:
Test

Material reference

1

ELASTOSIL® RT 607 Wacker (Silicone rubber)

2

Airtech (Elastomeric rubber)

3

Biresin® U1404 SIKA (Polyurethane)

Result

Table 4.7: Bladder material selection tests.
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4.6 Final discussions
The bladders were made with approximately one millimeter-thickness, to make sure that they would
be resistant enough to be de-moulded from this experimental tool. Two of the scale bladders
manufactured were broken during the de-moulding process, showing low elastic properties. The
material selected was the Biresin® U1404 because of his elastic properties compared with the other
materials available. This Biresin® U1404 material is two component polyurethane (PUR) system, that
is insensitive to moisture, very soft, high elongation at break, good tensile strength and elasticity, and
has very low shrinkage. These properties makes the material adequate for the manufacture of elastic,
flexible mouldings and components like inflatable bladders.
Once the bladder material is selected and the dipping process has been tested, it proceeds to the real
scale bladder manufacture. For the manufacturing of the bladder, a specific tool has been designed and
constructed using the excess material from the PMMA prototype (figure 4.20). This tool consist in a
two halves mould with two cavities, one for the bladder mandrel manufacturing and the other for the
bladder dipping mandrel in the polyurethane solution selected that will provide the final inflatable
bladder (figure 4.25 & 4.26).

Figure 4.25: Mould design for the bladder manufacturing.

Figure 4.26: Mould for the bladder manufacturing.

A water soluble fugitive core material called AquacoreTM (by AeroConsultants) was used for the
bladder mandrel manufacturing. A stainless steel screw was inserted at the end of the mandrel to
create the bladder nozzle. The cavity of the tool with diameter 16 mm was used for the mandrel
manufacturing. The figures 4.27 & 4.28 show the result of the mandrels manufactured.
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Figure 4.27. Bladder mandrel.

Figure 4.28: Bladder mandrel.

Once selected the bladder material and successfully manufactured the mandrel should follow the
bladder dipping mandrel process in the polyurethane solution employing the second cavity of the tool
to obtain the final inflatable bladder. Due the conclusion of the internship at IVW, this process step
was not carried being object of future works on the CarboRoad project frame.
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5 Conclusions and outlook
A Resin Transfer Moulding tool to manufacture seat posts with prolonged fatigue life has been
designed in this project. The challenge on this development is homogeneously distribute the CNTs in
the reinforcement textile, as the CNTs are filtered when conventional infusion processes are used.
An innovative injection molding process to prevents filtering has been developed, which consists of a
resin distribution media formed by collapsible flow channels located on the external surface of the
inflatable bladder. These channels create a preference lane for the resin flow along the laminate
without resistance before increase the pressure inside the bladder that collapse the channels forcing the
resin to flow through the laminate thickness. The technique developed in this project reduces the
filtering of CNTs during the injection process and allows the use of higher viscosity resins in the
multiscale composite manufacturing. Avoiding the filtering also will increase the content of CNT in
the resin (>1 wt%) and therefore the mechanical properties. Because of the process is based on predispersion of CNTs in a epoxy matrix prior to impregnation of fiber reinforcements is a scalable
technique for mass production.
Once the bladder assisted-RTM tool were developed, bladder dipping mandrel test to select the
material were performed using a water soluble material that permits to retire the mandrel after the
bladder dipping and curing process without any bladder damage taking to account the reduced nozzle
dimensions. The material selected for the inflatable bladder was a polyurethane formulation due their
good elastic properties in comparison with the other materials tested on the IVW facilities. The tests
performed at the workshop to develop the bladder manufacturing process gave to the project practical
knowledge which resulted in a tool designed and constructed to get a simple inflatable bladder.
The experimental work of this project finished with a real size bladder dipping mandrel manufactured
in the specific tool constructed. Due the lack of time and the conclusion of the internship during which
this project was done, the inflatable bladder was not manufactured. The work done in the present
project had its continuity and at the finalization of the CarboRoad project a collapsible channels
bladder were manufactured (figure 5.1), result of the work begun here.

Figure 5.1: CarboRoad bladder (by IVW).
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No additional information has been found about the success of the bladder assisted-RTM tool
developed but future works must be focused on the tool set-up process, after its construction. All the
RTM process parameters are very important to be controlled and adjusted because strongly influence
the fiber impregnation and they can decrease the behavior of the innovative bladder developed on this
project. For example, temperature and pressure injection of the resin could improve the CNTs
distribution, also the moment of pressure application inside the bladder.
Experimental investigation viscosity in relation to CNTs content must be performed during this tool
set-up to check if it's possible to distribute contents of CNTs >1% wt., using this inflatable bladder
process concept. An important contribution to the multiscale composites manufacturing could be done
if this bladder assisted-RTM tool concept is transformed and implemented to another architecture
fibers and shapes. It could open the door for a multiscale composites mass production in multiple
applications (transport, sport gear, energy, etc).
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Appendix A. Calculation of the Inflatable bladder
On this appendix are detailed the calculation performed for the bladder design:
1. Resin quantity
First of all, it's necessary to calculate the quantity of resin required to impregnate the glass fiber
reinforcement and then use this value for sizing the resin distribution channels.
Calculation of the seat-post volume:
⇨ Cylinder volume equation.

Where:
Volume of the seat-post.
Area of the cylinder with outer diameter of the seat-post.
Area of the cylinder with inner diameter of the seat-post.
Lenght of the seat-post.
Outer radio of the seat-post.
Inner radio of the seat-post.
The table A.1 shows the values defined for the design process.

Dimension

Acronym

Value

Unit

Length of the seat-post

300

mm

Outer radio of the seat-post

27,2

mm

Inner radio of the seat-post

23,2

mm

Table A.1: Dimensions of the seat-post.

Result of seat-post volume:
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On the table A.2 are presented the design variables predetermined for the calculation of the fiber
volume content (

:

Dimension

Acronym

Value

Unit

Seat-post thickness

2

mm

Number of fiber glass layers

5

Layers

Fiber reinforcement surface

621

density
Fiber glass density

2,60
Table A.2. Design variables.

As the number of fiber plies and laminate thickness are defined, we can calculate the fiber volume
fraction following the formula below:

The fiber volume fraction is inversely proportional to laminate thickness.
With the

and the

determined, then it's possible to calculate the resin volume needed for

the fiber glass reinforcement impregnation according to:

2. Inflatable bladder channels radio
The radio of the bladder channels is obtained by:

⇨ Where N = 4 channels.

For the design of the channels, the radio is adjusted to 3 mm for measurement standardization.
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3. Inflatable bladder general dimensions
For the design, it's considered an elongation coefficient for the bladder of 1. It's means that the
channels and the bladder arcs maintain their length. The pressure applied inside the bladder deform
the channels forcing the resin to impregnate the fiber reinforcement (figure A.1).

Figure A.1: Inflatable bladder process concept.

Calculation the channel and bladder arc lengths:

Where:
Inner perimeter of the seat post.
Perimeter of the channel.
Perimeter of the bladder arc.
Radio of the bladder channels.
Inner diameter of the seat-post.

With these values, the external diameter of the bladder is obtained from the CAD program and the
result is an external diameter of 19 mm.
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4. Seat-post mass
To finish this appendix, a theoretical calculation of the seat post weight is obtained according to:

Where:
Mass of the seat-post.
Mass of the glass fiber reinforcement.
Mass of the resin.
Density of the fiber.
Density of the resin.
Seat-post volume.
Fiber volume fraction.
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Appendix B. Calculation of the PMMA tool
On the table B.1 are presented the principal properties of the PMMA material selected for the RTM
tool construction:

Property

Acronym

Value

Unit

Density

Coef. of thermal expansion

Tensile modulus

Tensile strength

Max. operating temperature
Table B.1: PMMA 8N PLEXIGLAS bibliography data (EVONIK Industries).

The table B.2 presents a summary of the main dimensions predetermined for the RTM body tool and
the internal pressure during the process:

Dimensions

Values

Internal pressure

p = 2,5 bar.

Inner diameter of the tool

di = 27,2 mm.

Wall thickness of the tool

S = 30 mm.

Tool length

L = 300 mm.
Table B.2: RTM body tool main dimensions.
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1. Wall thickness requirement: S > Smin.
To check that the wall thickness selected for the body mould withstand the internal pressure with the
strength of the PMMA material is employed the Barlow's formula for hoop stress in pipe:

Where:
p = Pressure.
= Allowable stress.
= Minimum wall thickness.
= Inner diameter.
Wall thickness selected satisfy the requirement:
⇨

This calculation is only valid for circular body shapes, which are connected at their periphery a long
their entire length. The resulting RTM tool consists on this project of a lower and an upper half that
are mechanically connected by bolts. The oversizing of the wall thickness allows the location of the
refrigeration channels.
2. Stress in the tool.
To calculate the stress inside the RTM mould due the internal pressure applied, it is also employed the
Barlow's formula for hoop stress in pipe:

Where:
p = Pressure.
= Allowable stress.
= Minimum wall thickness.
= Inner diameter.
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3. Length and volume expansion.
To calculate the length expansion of the RTM mould due the temperature reached due the chemical
reaction of the resin matrix, it is employed the following equation:

Where:
= Difference in length.
= Coefficient of thermal expansion.
= Initial length.
= Temperature gradient.
The assumption for the length expansion calculation is that the RTM tool at the beginning of the
manufacturing process has 20ºC and the maximum temperature reached during the polymerization
reaction is 90ºC.
3.1. Length in the body mould length direction

3.2. Length in the mould thickness direction

3.3. Volume expansion
To calculate the volume expansion of the RTM mould due the temperature reached due the
chemical reaction of the resin matrix, it is employed the following equation:

Where:
= Difference in volume.
= Coefficient of thermal expansion.
= Initial volume.
= Temperature gradient.
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4. Temperature inside the tool
In the case of a defective tool core is calculated the temperature reached inside the RTM tool in order
to check if the PMMA material withstand this temperature:


Ambient conditions:



Atmospheric air magnitudes:



Calculation:
← Ratio

The temperature reached inside the tool is high than the temperature of deflection on the material data
sheet

considering different strengths (see table B.3). It must be controlled the

refrigeration of the tool in order to reduce the temperature of the PMMA material.

Thermal properties

Load

Temperature

Temperature of deflection under Load (Data sheet)
Temperature of deflection under Load (Real)
Table B.3: Thermal properties vs strength.
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5. Screws selection for tooling cohesion
For this project, screws with grade A2-50 have been selected.
The tensile strength of the screws is:
Using the following equation is calculated the maximum force that must withstand mechanically the
screws:

Where:
= Maximum strength.
= Pressure inside the RTM tool.
= Inner diameter.
= Initial length.
The formula below provides the section of the screws needed to support the pressure of the RTM
process:

Where:
= Section of the screws needed.
= Maximum strength.
= Screw tensile strength.
To withstand the forces its need a screw size M5. For the tool several M5 screws are used, which offer
a great safety and risk avoidance.
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Appendix C. Scale drawings
The result is a set of product documents detailed on the table C.1:

Component

Parts quantity

Drawing

Seat Post

1

1/1

Upper mould

1

1/8

Lower mould

1

2/8

Front cover

1

3/8

Rear cover

1

4/8

Inflatable bladder

1

5/8

Longitudinal sealing gasket

2

6/8

Circular sealing gasket

4

7/8

Screw

12

8/8

Simple Inflatable Bladder

1

1/1

Table C.1. Detailed drawings.
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Develop a bladder assisted-RTM tool to manufacture seat post with glass fiber & CNT-epoxy resin

Appendix D. Materials standards
1. Fiber glass reinforcement
2. Epoxy resin
3. RTM tool material: PMMA
4. Inflatable bladder material
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FiberComposites
Material Specification
MULTI-AXIAL PRODUCT TYPE

62014-127-60

Construction: +45°/-45°
is produced of continuous E-glass under quality system conforming to ISO 9001.
Raw materials
Element
Nominal weight g/m²
Tex (ISO 1889)
Type of yarn
Notice

ver 1 Minna Venalainen
+45°
90°
-45°
Stitch yarn
296
19
296
10
300 ± 10 %
160 ± 10 %
300 ± 10 %
EC 300
EC 160
EC 300
Synthetic
Compatible with polyester, vinyl ester and epoxy resins.

Product
Standard elements
Nominal value
Tolerance
Test method
Notice
Custom elements
Value
Notice

Roll length
60 m
59 - 61
ISO 5025

Moisture
content
0.01 %
< 0.20 %
ISO 3344

Thickness

Weight

Width
with fringes

0.56 mm
± 15 %
ISO 4603

621 g/m²
±5%
ISO 3374

1270 mm
1245 - 1295
ISO 5025

Gauge
28/10 cm

Delivery
Customer
Address
Order no.
Delivery number
Quantity
Batch codes
Notice

STORAGE: The product should be stored in its original packaging in a dry, cool environment. If the product is stored at a temperature below
+15°C conditioning in the workshop is recommended for at least 24 hours. It is recommended that the product is used within 12 months of delivery.

DISCLAIMER: The information supplied in this document is for guidance only and should not be construed as a warranty. All implied warranties
are expressly disclaimed, including without limitation any warranty of merchantability and fitness for use. All users of the material are responsible
for assuring that it is suitable for their needs, environment and end use. All data is subject to change as Ahlstrom deems appropriate. Refer to
www.ahlstrom.com for contact information.
Mikkeli
13.1.2005
SIGNATURE: Helena Kortelainen

FiberSolutions
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EPIKOTETM Resin MGS® RIM 935
EPIKURETM Curing Agent MGS® RIM H 936 / 937
Characteristics
Application
Specifications
Processing details
Mixing ratios
Viscosity development
Temperature development
Viscosity of mixture
Glass transition temperature (TG) unconditioned
DMA

page
21
22
23
24
24
24
25
25
26
26

Content
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Characteristics
Approval

-

Application

application that require high heat resistances,
boat- and shipbuilding, automotive, tooling and moulding

Operational
temperature

-60 °C up to +130 °C (-76°F up to +266 °F)
after suitable heat treatment

Processing

at temperatures between 15 °C and 50 °C (59 °F-122 °F) ,
preferably 25 °C - 35 °C (77 °F - 95 °F),
infusion, hand lay-up and others

Features

very high heat resistance, low mixed viscosity,
good mechanical properties
potlife approx. 2-5 h
short curing times at elevated temperatures

Special
modifications

on request

Storage

shelf life of 24 months in originally sealed containers

In the process of international testing system harmonization, the national standards previously used are being increasingly replaced by ISO (DIN EN ISO) standards. All information, recommendations
and suggestions offered by Hexion Speciality Chemicals GmbH, whether orally, in written form or in a database, are provided to the best of our knowledge and belief. However, they may not be
construed as legally binding statements and do not represent either express or implicit assurances, or a guarantee of specific properties. The data parameters stated for products are specific values
that may also be found in our technical information leaflets, and like these do not represent the basis of either a guarantee or specification. The same applies analogously to the data parameters
stated for examples of cured binder systems; these represent analytical results and are only inteded to simplify advance selection of the individual components of a binder. This information, these
recommendations and suggestions describe our products and possible applications in general or exemplary terms, but do not refer to specific cases. Changes in the data parameters, texts and illustrations
can result from the constant process of technical development and improvement of our products; possible changes are not specially mentioned in the text. Our support does not free the customer
from the obligation to conduct its own review of our current informational literature, in particular our product data sheets, safety data sheets and our technical information leaflets. The customer
must carry out tests of our products on his own responsibility to determine their suitibility for the intended process and uses, as well as to establish whether their processing characteristics are appropriate
in a specific case, since the technical uses of our products are numerous and can vary widely in a specific instance. Therefore, such factors do not fall within our control, and are the exclusive responsibility
of the customer. If a specific assurance of data parameters should be required, an appropriate agreement must be reached to this effect. Any applicable patents, existing laws and regulations must
be observed by the customer or user of our products on its own responsibility. This publication does not represent a license, nore does it intend to infringe or encourage infringement of any type
August, 2005
of patent. Note: this edition voids and replaces all previous publications on the pertinent subject.

Am Ostkai 21/22
70327 Stuttgart
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 711 - 3 89 80 00
Fax:
+49 (0) 711 - 3 89 80 011
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EPIKOTE Resin MGS RIM 935
TM

®

Low viscous infusion resin system for processing of woven and none crimp multiaxial
fabrics of low to high areal weight. Due to its very good mechanical properties, these

Application

system is suitable for the production of components featuring high static and dynamic
loadability and high heat resistance.
Infusion resin RIM 935 is based on bisphenol A/F resin. Hardener RIMH 936 and RIMH
937 are a modification of aliphatic and cycloaliphatic amines. As crystallisation of both
A and B component is possible, special care should be given to this issue. It appears
as a clouding or solidification of the contents of the container. Before processing, the
crystallization must be removed by warming up.
Potlife (100 g mixed at 30 °C/86 °F) is approximately 2 hours for RIMH 936 and 3,5 h for
RIMH 937. Optimum viscosities for infusion are realized at temperatures in the range
of 25 - 35 °C (77 °F - 95 °F). Pot life is then between approx. 1 h (RIMH 236 at 40°C/104
°F) to 5 h (RIMH 937 at 25°C/77 °F). Following initial curing at room temperature, the
parts are still brittle and require heat treatment at a min. temperature of
50 °C/122 °F before processing or demolding. Direct curing at Selevated temperatures
(60 °C-100 °C/140 °F-212 °F) is possible . The curing time can be reduced to a few
minutes by this.
Non-tacky, high-gloss surfaces are obtained even with unfavorable curing conditions,
such as low temperatures or high relative humidity.
The Infusion resin systems does not contain any unreactive components. All raw materials and additives feature a very low vapor pressure, therefore permitting processing
of the material under vacuum even at elevated temperatures. Compatibility problems
are not to be expected in combination with suitable gelcoats, various paints (e.g. PURbased), etc. However, comprehensive tests are indispensable.
These hardeners can be stored for at least 24 months in their carefully sealed original
containers. Even though it is unlikely, these hardeners may crystallize at temperatures
below +15 °C. The crystallization is visible as a clouding or solidification of the contents
of the container. If crystallisation of either component should be observed, it can removed by warming up. Slow warming up to approx. 50 °C-60°C (122 °F-140 °F) in a water
bath or oven and stirring or shaking will clarify the contents of the container without any
loss of quality. Use only completely transparent products. Before warming up, open
containers slightly to permit equalization of pressure. Caution during warm-up! Do not
warm up over an open flame! While stirring up use safety equipment (gloves, eyeglasses, respirator equipment).
The relevant industrial safety regulations for the handling of epoxy resins and harde-
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ners and our instructions for safe processing are to be observed.

In the process of international testing system harmonization, the national standards previously used are being increasingly replaced by ISO (DIN EN ISO) standards. All information, recommendations
and suggestions offered by Hexion Speciality Chemicals GmbH, whether orally, in written form or in a database, are provided to the best of our knowledge and belief. However, they may not be
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stated for examples of cured binder systems; these represent analytical results and are only inteded to simplify advance selection of the individual components of a binder. This information, these
recommendations and suggestions describe our products and possible applications in general or exemplary terms, but do not refer to specific cases. Changes in the data parameters, texts and illustrations
can result from the constant process of technical development and improvement of our products; possible changes are not specially mentioned in the text. Our support does not free the customer
from the obligation to conduct its own review of our current informational literature, in particular our product data sheets, safety data sheets and our technical information leaflets. The customer
must carry out tests of our products on his own responsibility to determine their suitibility for the intended process and uses, as well as to establish whether their processing characteristics are appropriate
in a specific case, since the technical uses of our products are numerous and can vary widely in a specific instance. Therefore, such factors do not fall within our control, and are the exclusive responsibility
of the customer. If a specific assurance of data parameters should be required, an appropriate agreement must be reached to this effect. Any applicable patents, existing laws and regulations must
be observed by the customer or user of our products on its own responsibility. This publication does not represent a license, nore does it intend to infringe or encourage infringement of any type
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EPIKOTE Resin MGS RIM 935
TM

®

Infusion resin RIM 935
Density

[g/cm³]

Viscosity

[mPas]

E p o xy
equivalent
E p o xy
value

Specifications

1,14 - 1,2
300 - 600

g/equivalent

155 - 165

equivalent
/100g

0,61 - 0,64

Refractory
index

1,5350-1,5450

Measuring conditions:
measured at 25 °C / 77 °F

Hardener RIMH 936

Hardener RIMH 937

Density

[g/cm³]

0,92 - 0,97

0,95 - 0,96

Viscosity

[mPas]

10 - 50

30 - 100

550 - 650

450 - 500

1,4850 - 1,4920

1,485 - 1,505

Amine
value

[mg KOH/g]

Refrectory
index
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Measuring conditions:
measured at 25 °C / 77 °F
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EPIKOTE Resin MGS RIM 935
TM

®

Injection resin
RIM 935

Hardener
RIMH 936

0,63

-

-

45

Average EP Value
Average amine
equivalent

Hardener
RIMH 937

Processing details

59

RIM 935 : RIMH 936

RIM 935 : RIMH 937

Parts by w eight

100 : 29 ± 2

100 : 38 ± 2

Parts by volume

100 : 35 ± 2

100 : 45 ± 2

Mixing ratios

The specified mixing ratios must be observed as exactly as possible. Adding more or
less hardener will not result in a faster or slower reaction - but in incomplete curing
which cannot be corrected in any way.
Resin and hardener must be mixed very thoroughly. Mix until no clouding is visible in
the mixing container. Pay special attention to the walls and the bottom of the mixing
container.

Viscosity
development

Viscosity development at 40°C in thin layer
[mPas] Viscosity
40000

RIMH 936

35000

RIMH 937

30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
0

15

30

45

60

75

90

105 120 135 150 165 180 195
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Time [min]
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EPIKOTE Resin MGS RIM 935
TM

[°F]

®

Temperature
development

[°C] Temperature

320 160

RIMH 936

284 140
248 120

RIMH 937

212 100
176

80

140

60

104

40

68

20

32

0
01:00

02:00

03:00

04:00

05:00

Time [hh:mm]
Quantity: 100g in air at 30 °C (86 °F)
The optimal processing temperature is in the range between 20 and 25°C (68 - 77°F).
Higher processing temperatures are possible, but will shorten pot life. A rise in temperature of 10 °C (18°F) will halve the pot life. Water ( for example very high humidity or
contained in fillers ) causes an acceleration of the resin/hardener reaction. Different
temperatures and humidities during processing have no significant effect on the strength
of the cured product.

Viscosity of
mixture

Viscosity of the mixture at different temperatures
[mPas] Viscosity
800

RIMH 937

700
600
500
400

RIMH 936

300
200
100
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EPIKOTE Resin MGS RIM 935
TM

®

Max. TG at 80 °C (176 °F)
post cure

90-100 °C (194-212 °F)

Max. TG at 100 °C (212 °F)
post cure

105-120 °C (221-248 °F)

Max. TG at 140 °C (284 °F)
post cure

135-150 °C (275-302 °F)

Glass transition
temperature (TG)
unconditioned

DMA

DMA-Measuring after heat treatment
DMA-TG(peak) tan delta: Infusion resin RIM 935 with hardener RIMH 937
[N/mm²] E‘ Storage Modulus
4000
E‘
3500
3000
2500

tan delta
0,40
Peak 119,4°C (246,92 °F)
0,35
Onset: 112,1°C (233,78 °F)
0,30
0,25

Post cure: 12 h 95 °C

2000

0,20

1500

0,15

1000

0,10

500
0

[°C]

20
68

[°F]

0,05

tan delta
40
104

0,00
60
140

80
176

100
212

120
248

140
284

[N/mm²] E‘ Storage Modulus

tan delta

4000

Peak 146,9 °C (296,42 °F)

E‘

3500

Onset: 132,6 °C (270,68 °F)

3000
2500

0,40
0,35
0,30
0,25

Post cure : 5 h 160 °C

2000

160
320

0,20

1500

0,15

1000

0,10

500

0,05

tan delta

0

0,00

[°C]

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

[°F]

68

104

140

176

212

248

284

320
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Measuring conditions:
Frequency:
1Hz
Coupon thickness:

2mm

Heating rate:

2K/min
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PLEXIGLAS® 8N Molding Compound
Product Profile:

Examples:

PLEXIGLAS® 8N is an amorphous thermoplastic

optical waveguides, luminaire covers, automotive

molding compound (PMMA).

lighting, instrument cluster covers, optical lenses,
displays, etc.

Typical properties of PLEXIGLAS® molding
compounds are:

Processing:

• good flow
• high mechanical strength, surface hardness and

PLEXIGLAS® 8N can be processed on injection

abrasion resistance

molding machines with 3-zone general purpose

• high light transmission

screws for engineering thermoplastics.

• very good weather resistance

• free colorability due to crystal clarity

Physical Form / Packaging:

Special properties of PLEXIGLAS® 8N are:

PLEXIGLAS® molding compounds are supplied as

• optimum mechanical properties

pellets of uniform size, packaged in 25kg

• maximum heat deflection temperature

polyethylene bags or in 500kg boxes with PE lining;

• good flow / melt viscosity

other packaging on request.

• AMECA listing.
Application:

Used for injection molding optical and technical
items.
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Properties:
Parameter

Unit

Standard

PLEXIGLAS® 8N

Tensile Modulus

1 mm/min

MPa

ISO 527

3300

Stress @ Break

5 mm/min

MPa

ISO 527

77

Strain @ Break

5 mm/min

%

ISO 527

5.5

23°C

kJ/m²

ISO 179/1eU

20

B / 50

°C

ISO 306

108

°C

IEC 10006

117

Mechanical Properties

Charpy Impact Strength
Thermal Properties
Vicat Softening Temperature
Glass Transition Temperature
Temp. of Deflection under Load

0.45 MPa

°C

ISO 75

103

Temp. of Deflection under Load

1.8 MPa

°C

ISO 75

98

Coeff. of Linear Therm. Expansion

0 - 50°C

E-5 /°K

ISO 11359

8

DIN 4102

B2

Fire Rating
Flammability UL 94

1.6 mm

Class

IEC 707

HB

230°C / 3.8kg

cm³/10min

ISO 1133

3

Rheological Properties
Melt Volume Rate, MVR
Optical Properties
Luminous transmittance

d=3 mm
D65

%

Haze
Refractive Index

ISO 13468-2

92

ASTM D1003

< 0.5

ISO 489

1.49

ISO 1183

1.19

Other Properties
Density

g/cm³

Recommended Processing Conditions
Predrying Temperature

°C

max. 98

Predrying Time in Desiccant-Type Drier

h

2-3

Melt Temperature

°C

220 - 260

Mold Temperature (Injection Molding)

°C

60 - 90

All listed technical data are typical values intended for your guidance. They are given without obligation and do not
constitute a materials specification.

This information and all further technical advice is based on our present knowledge and experience. However, it implies no liability or other
legal responsibility on our part, including with regard to existing third party intellectual property rights, especially patent rights. In particular,
no warranty, whether express or implied, or guarantee of product properties in the legal sense is intended or implied. We reserve the right to
make any changes according to technological progress or further developments. The customer is not released from the obligation to conduct
careful inspection and testing of incoming goods. Performance of the product described herein should be verified by testing, which should be
carried out only by qualified experts in the sole responsibility of a customer. Reference to trade names used by other companies is neither a
recommendation, nor does it imply that similar products could not be used.
The Business Unit Performance Polymers of Evonik is a worldwide manufacturer of PMMA molding compounds sold under the PLEXIGLAS®
trademark on the European, Asian, African and Australian Continent and under the trademark ACRYLITE® in the Americas.
® = registered trademark
PLEXIGLAS, PLEXALLOY, PLEXIMID and PLEX are registered trademarks of Evonik Röhm GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany

Evonik Röhm GmbH Kirschenallee D-64293 Darmstadt
Telefon: +49 6151 18-4711 Telefax: +49 6151 18-3177
www.plexiglas-polymers.com
Ref. No.: MC106-E v0160 Date: 2010-01-15

ELASTOSIL® RT 607
RTV-2 Silicone Encapsulant
Characteristics

Special characteristics

®

ELASTOSIL RT 607 is a pourable, addition-curing
RTV-2 silicone rubber.

Product data (uncured)
Property

Test method

•
•
•
•
•
•

Two-part, 9 : 1 mixing ratio
Low viscosity
Rapid heat cure
High hardness
Excellent heat stability
Flame retardant

Unit

Value

Component

A

B

Color

Reddish brown

Transparent

[mPa s]

12,000

200

[g/cm³]

1.5

0.97

Viscosity at 23 °C

ISO 3219

Density at 23 °C

These figures are only intended as a guide and should not be used in preparing specifications.

Product data (catalyzed A+B)
Property

Test method

Unit

Platinum-catalyst in component

A

Mixing ratio (by weight)
Viscosity of mix

Value

ISO 3219

Pot life at 23 °C (up to 100,000 mPa s)

A:B

9:1

[mPa s]

10,000

[min]

80

These figures are only intended as a guide and should not be used in preparing specifications.

Product data (cured)
Property

Test method

Unit

Color

Value
Reddish brown

Density at 23 °C

ISO 2781

[g/cm³]

1.43

Hardness Shore A

ISO 868

Tensile strength

ISO 37

[N/mm²]

3.5

Elongation at break

ISO 37

[%]

100

Dielectric strength

IEC 243

[kV/mm]

23

Volume resistivity

IEC 93

[Ω cm]

10

Dielectric constant

VDE 0303 T4 / 50 Hz

[εr]

3.7

Dissipation factor

VDE 0303 T4 / 50 Hz

[tan δ]

370 x 10-4

Tracking resistance

IEC 112

[CTI]

> 600

Flame retardancy

ASTM D 2863

LOI [%]

28

55

15

Cured for 30 min at 150 °C in a circulating air oven.
These figures are only intended as a guide and should not be used in preparing specifications.
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Application
• General purpose encapsulant

Processing
Caution
Only components A and B with the same lot number
may be processed together!
To ensure homogeneity of the material, the components
must be stirred thoroughly before they are removed or
processed in their containers, in order to uniformly disperse any filler that might have settled during storage.
Surface preparation
All surfaces must be clean and free of contaminants
®
that will inhibit the cure of ELASTOSIL RT 607.
Examples of inhibiting contaminants are sulfur containing materials, plasticizers, urethanes, amine containing
materials and organometallic compounds – especially
organotin compounds.
If a substrate’s ability to inhibit cure is unknown, a
small scale test should be run to determine compatibility.
Mixing
®
Component A of ELASTOSIL RT 607 contains the
platinum catalyst, component B the crosslinker. Even
traces of the platinum catalyst may cause gelling of the
component containing the crosslinker. Therefore tools
(spatula, stirrers, etc.) used for handling the platinumcontaining component or the catalyzed compound
must not come into contact with this component.
The two components should be thoroughly mixed at a
9 : 1 ratio by weight.
To eliminate any air introduced during dispensing or
trapped under components or devices a vacuum encapsulation is recommended.

The reactivity can be adjusted within wide limits by
adding Catalyst EP or Inhibitor PT 88 to suit the processing requirements of the particular application.
Catalyst EP increases the reactivity, i.e., pot life and
curing time are reduced.
Inhibitor PT 88 is a pot life extender and prolongs pot
life and curing time.
Further information is given in our leaflet “Catalyst
EP/Inhibitor PT88”.
We recommend running preliminary tests to optimize
conditions for the particular application. Comprehensive processing instructions are given in our leaflet
"Wacker RTV-2 Silicone Rubber - Processing".

Storage
®

ELASTOSIL RT 607 has a shelf life of at least 12
months when stored between 5 °C and 30 °C in the
originally sealed container. The 'Best use before end'
date of each batch appears on the product label.
Storage beyond the date specified on the label does
not necessarily mean that the product is no longer
usable. In this case however, the properties required
for the intended use must be checked for quality assurance reasons.

Safety information
According to the latest findingsaddition-curing silicone
®
rubber ELASTOSIL RT 607 contains neither toxic nor
aggressive substances which would require special
handling precautions. General industrial hygiene regulations should be observed.
Detailed safety information is contained in each Material Safety Data Sheet, which can be obtained from our
sales offices.

Curing
Curing time of addition-curing silicone rubber is highly
dependent on temperature, size and heat sink properties of the component being potted.
Temperature

Curing time, thickness 1 cm

23 °C

24 h

100 °C

10 min

150 °C

5 min
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The data presented in this leaflet are in accordance with the present state of our
knowledge, but do not absolve the user from carefully checking all supplies immediately on receipt. We reserve the right to alter product constants within the scope of
technical progress or new developments. The recommendations made in this leaflet
should be checked by preliminary trials because of conditions during processing
over which we have no control, especially where other companies’ raw materials are
also being used. The recommendations do not absolve the user from the obligation
of investigating the possibility of infringement of third parties’ rights and, if necessary, clarifying the position. Recommendations for use do not constitute a warranty,
either express or implied, of the fitness or suitability of the products for a particular
purpose.

The management system has been
certified according
to DIN EN ISO 9001
and DIN EN ISO 14001
The Business Unit Elastomers of the
Division Silicones is ISO/TS 16949
certified.

®

and ELASTOSIL is a registered
trademarks of Wacker-Chemie
GmbH.
Version 3.00 from 09-02-04 replaces
Version 2.00 from 30-07-03
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For technical, quality, or product
safety questions, please contact:
Wacker-Chemie GmbH
WACKER-SILICONES
Hanns-Seidel-Platz 4
D-81737 Munich, Germany
Silicone-Info Service
Germany:
Tel.: 0-800-6279-800
International:
Phone: +800-6279-8000
www.wacker.com
silicones@wacker.com
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B. Amores

Develop a bladder assisted RTM tool to manufacture seat posts with glass fiber & CNT-Epoxy resin

Curso 2014-15

